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Drew to put Hawks in motion

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

5:20 p.m. Monday, August 16, 2010 

There were cracks about Larry Drew directing like Spike Lee and how Hawks players would laugh when 

they watched video of their coaches, long past their playing days, working this hard.

But it was mostly business during Drew's recent five-day minicamp at Philips Arena to teach his coaches 

the details of his new motion offensive system. And it's doubtful his players' amusement will last long 

after they replace their stand-ins—they'll be too busy catching their breath.

There's lots of motion involved in Drew's offense. Hawks players are going to have to be in very good 

physical condition to run it, and that's why Drew said conditioning would a “top priority” when training 

camp opens on Sept. 28.

In his first season as a head coach, Drew hopes to develop a drastically different offensive identity for the 

Hawks, from sometimes stagnant and predictable to dynamic and versatile.

“It’s very difficult to guard,” Hawks assistant coach Larry Conner said of Drew's offense. “You have to be 

precise in your defensive schemes. You can be beat at any spot on the floor at any time. NBA teams 

don’t like to guard a lot of movement and screens.

"I’ve heard the guys [Hawks players] are all for it and are excited about it.”

Drew's coaches hit the court for some immersion in Drew's system. They ran the sets with Conner as Joe 

Johnson, Bob Bender as Mike Bibby, Duane Ferrell as Marvin Williams, Kenny Gattison as Josh Smith 

and Tyrone Hill as Al Horford.

Drew put the final session on video so players can see what he wants.

“We got a bunch of old guys out there running around,” Drew said. “We've got some swollen knees, guys 

out there trying to run and cut.”

Judging by Drew's final session with his coaches, there will be plenty of running and cutting for Hawks 

players this season. For weeks Drew had said his system would “force the ball to move” and it was clear 

what he meant after seeing it in action.

Things happen so fast there’s not much opportunity for holding the ball. The screens and cuts come 

quickly and if the first option is not there then the ball is whipped around, leading to player movement
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Lots of the action involves players breaking to the basket. It seems there always is an option for the next 

man in the sequence to either accept the ball while moving to his position or reverse field to the basket.

Not much possession time is spent on the one- or even two-man game. Each player touches the ball at 

different spots on the floor. Decisions must be made quickly for things to flow correctly.

In addition to incorporating more movement in the offense, Drew said he plans to take advantage of his 

players' versatility to create mismatches.

Johnson, an All-Star shooting guard, also is capable of playing point guard and small forward. Drew said 

Horford, an All-Star center, would play significant minutes at power forward alongside Zaza Pachulia or 

Jason Collins. Smith, the starting power forward, will shift to small forward or even center at times.

“[Regardless of lineup] nothing changes as far as the action on the floor,” Drew said. “I want to utilize our 

abilities as interchangeable pieces.”

It's not that the Hawks were a bad offensive team last season. In fact they ranked third in the league in 

offensive efficiency, defined as points scored per possession.

But Atlanta's offense often stalled when opponents tightened their defense and Hawks players 

abandoned set plays in favor of one-one-one, isolation play. The problem became apparent as the 

Hawks couldn't close out games in the fourth quarter after the All-Star break and was further exposed by 

Orlando during its sweep of Atlanta in the Eastern Conference semifinals.

The Hawks are looking for that to change once the players take their coaches' place in Drew's new 

system.

“Now when you talk about defending us, you are not talking about locking in on certain guys in the same 

spots,” Drew said. “We won't be as predictable.”
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